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Parker County’s 
Top Docs
That Rock

What’s the Difference Between a Good 
Doctor and a Great One?

  our professionals: TOP PC DOCS THAT ROCK
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The most important qualities of a great physician are hard to define in just 
a few words. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to being a doctor.

We, at Parker County Today Magazine, asked our readers to tell us about 
their Healthcare Heroes and they did.

Their answers held great insight.
 
• “I want a doctor that’s self-assured,” wrote one of our respondents. “If 
my doctor is confident, I feel like I’m in good hands.”
• Empathy is essential. “I love my doctor because she so understands 
the way I feel. I’ve gone to doctors who were good at the science side of 
things, but cold. She’s not like that at all. My doctor is caring and kind.”
• Honest and Direct. “He told me what I needed to know and did it using 
simple English and with a direct manner.”

Being a great doctor, of course, requires great skill along with wisdom and 
discernment.

Our Healthcare Heroes go far beyond education and knowledge, although 
we all certainly want our doctors to have that.

A great doctor is an empathetic advocate and a great listener to the 
concerns of their patients. They’re willing to work together with other 
doctors to help their patients. 

Doctors who navigate effectively through the complexities of providing 
health care are skilled, mindful, compassionate and intuitive. They also 
listen to and care deeply about their patients. It’s the compassion for their 
patients and the commitment to their well-being that makes a physician a 
hero in his or her field.

Every one of our Healthcare Heroes are the embodiment of these qualities.
 

  our professionals: TOP PC DOCS THAT ROCK



When it Comes to Finding Quality 
Healthcare,  We’ve Got You Covered.

Most insurance plans, including Medicare, are 
accepted. Same-day appointments are often available.

To make an appointment online, get directions and 
more, visit us at LoneStarPhysicians.com.

Congratulations to Amelia Gunter, MD, Steven Melcher, MD and
Jessica Williams, DO for being named Top Doc by Parker County Today

Lone Star Ad for Parker County Today March 2022.indd   1Lone Star Ad for Parker County Today March 2022.indd   1 2/24/2022   5:32:57 PM2/24/2022   5:32:57 PM
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A native of Everman, Texas, Dr. Amelia Gunter moved 
to Weatherford in 2003. Her focus is on battling 

breast cancer.
“I changed my medical practice to diseases of the 

breast in 2006 to allow me to concentrate on my passion, 
helping women overcome this diagnosis,” said Dr. Gunter. 
“My mother’s diagnosis of breast cancer while I was in 
medical school spurred my interest.”

Dr. Gunter earned her undergraduate degree at Texas 
Wesleyan University and completed Medical School 
at Texas A&M University Health Science Center. She 
completed her General Surgery Residency at Scott and 
White Memorial Hospital in Temple, Texas.

A breast cancer diagnosis is devastating, overwhelm-
ing the senses. It is an enormous challenge to face and 
challenging to treat. Dr. Gunter realizes how many 
elements are involved in the process.

“Breast cancer care is challenging. There are so many 
emotions wrapped up in a breast cancer diagnosis. It’s not 
just the patient but her family,” Dr. Gunter said. “Women 
want to preserve their health, their body, their self-esteem 
and their family. I try to help them do all of these things. 
Women have so many options now! Sometimes it’s hard 
to choose, but we work through all of the possibilities to 
reach a successful outcome.”

Dr. Gunter’s practice is unique in that it is a concierge 
practice, an approach designed to help patients navigate 
the treatment process.

“A patient in my practice doesn’t have to search out 
a plastic surgeon or oncologist. We try to handle all 
the appointments and details for our patients,” said Dr. 
Gunter. “One of my super, dedicated office [staff] will 
guide the patient through all the details of her care. 
We drive to get all new patients an appointment within 
24-48 hours of diagnosis and to their definitive surgery as 
quickly as possible. My goal is always to treat the cancer 
first, but I want everything to look great as well! I strive 
to make this diagnosis just a temporary bump in the road 
and get my patients back to their normal life. When I ask 
a patient about her life, I want her family or vacation or 
new job to be the first thing she thinks of, not her breast 
cancer. I work for that day.”

What does she love about her work?
“I love getting to know my patients! We get to know 

everyone pretty well. I love it when they tell me their 
surgery was so much easier than they expected.” 

Asked about the effects of the pandemic on her prac-
tice, she acknowledged the tenacious virus changed 
things.

“The COVID-19 pandemic certainly taught us a 
lot,” she said. “We have made much better use of pre-
operative pain blocks. This has allowed more patients to 

Dr. Amelia Gunter, Lone Star Medical Group — 
Rising to the Challenge

go home after surgery. That allowed us to carry on with 
cancer surgery even when in-patient beds were limited. 
We have worked hard to keep all of our patients safe, 
even those that are very vulnerable.”

What is her best advice to her clients? 
“The best advice I can give my patients is that they 

should remember this diagnosis is just one thing. It’s not 
you. It doesn’t replace you. Keep on being everything you 
were before. Expect to go on to new wonderful things!” 

Dr. Gunter and husband Dave have two children and 
two grandchildren. She raises Arabian horses and “shares 
the house with two basset hounds.”
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Dr. Jessica Williams grew up in Farwell, Texas, a small 
town in the Texas Panhandle, and credits her family 

and their invaluable support for much of her professional 
success.

“My family has always been my biggest supporters, 
and they still are,” she says.

Dr. Williams attended college at Angelo State Univer-
sity before attending medical school at Texas College of 
Osteopathic Medicine. She later completed a residency at 
Waco Family Medicine, and a fellowship in Hospice and 
Palliative Care at Texas Tech University Health Science 
Center in Lubbock.

Dr. Williams has always loved to keep busy with 
many different interests, so she says that it’s entirely 
true to her personality that she fell in love with multiple 
medical specialties. “Thus,” she explains, “family medi-
cine felt like the natural choice. Additionally, while in 
residency, I was fortunate to work with a few physicians 
with a passion for hospice and palliative care. I grew to 
share this passion and sought out further training. While 
I currently practice family medicine full-time, I do have 
plans to eventually get back into hospice and palliative 
care.”

Like any other specialty, family medicine is not with-
out its challenges. “I like to think of a family medicine 
physician as the patient’s manager,” Dr. Williams says. 
“Thus we’re often juggling multiple needs for a patient. 
Due to the limited primary care physicians in our area, 
I’m constantly trying to fit more and more patients into an 
already busy schedule.

That being said, taking care of her patients is one of 
Dr. Williams’ many passions. She is always eager to have 
the chance to work with new patients. She notes that one 
thing that makes her unique in her practice is the fact 
that she is a woman. “I’m one of the few female primary 
care physicians in our area,” she says, noting that, “Many 
people, particularly woman, seek out female providers.”

Dr. Williams’ love for what she does shows in every 
aspect of her life. “I feel blessed to practice medicine,” 
she says. “I see people at their most vulnerable times, and 
get to celebrate their victories as well. I am honored that 
my patients trust me with these moments.”

When not spending time with her patients, Dr. 
Williams also pursues a lifelong love for basketball. 
“I’m still running down the ol’ hardwood playing in a 
women’s basketball league,” she explains. She describes 
her husband, Kyle, as her very best friend. They have two 
energetic daughters together who do their best to keep 
them busy.

What’s the best piece of advice Dr. Williams can 

Jessica Williams, Lone Star Family Care — 
Following a Passion for Family Medicine

impart to her patients and prospective patients?
“Live life and do things in moderation,” she says. “I 

truly believe that everything in life—whether it be time, 
food and drink, exercise, sleep, self-care, etc.—should be 
done with balance and moderation in mind.”
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Dr. Stephen Melcher of Lone Star Medical Group has 
been a family doctor in East Parker County since 

moving his family there in 2009. He always knew he 
wanted to practice medicine.

“Becoming a physician was always a goal for me,” he 
said. “I was always taught to put others before yourself, 
and what better way to help people than as a physician? I 
chose family medicine as a specialty because it has a 
unique focus suited to my upbringing. We focus on not 
only treating the disease but the entire person. Getting 
to know patients gives a unique insight into factors that 
determine health beyond the illness. The long-term rela-
tionships we develop with our patients provide invaluable 
insight to help them stay healthy.” 

And that’s what it’s all about—guiding patients to 
healthier lifestyles and seeing the results.

Dr. Melcher grew up in Deville, Louisiana, a very 
small town in the center of the state. The first in his family 
to attend college, he completed his pre-medicine major at 
Northeast Louisiana University in Monroe, Louisiana. He 
graduated with a Doctor of Medicine degree from 
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center in 
Shreveport, Louisiana, and completed his residency in 
family medicine at San Jacinto Methodist Hospital in 
Baytown, Texas. After completing his residency require-
ments, Dr. Melcher practiced family medicine in Baytown 
for five years.

Echoing a sentiment often heard among practitioners 
in the medical field, Dr. Melcher said dealing with insur-
ance issues is particularly challenging.

“The most challenging thing about my field is dealing 
with the ever-changing insurance bureaucratic red tape,” 
he said. “Medication formularies constantly changing, 
prior authorizations and treatment denials add to the 
already complex job we carry out.” 

Of course, the pandemic presented its own set of chal-
lenges. For one thing, COVID-19 is new, therefore, inher-
ently difficult to deal with.

“New variants each provide a different challenge. 
New therapeutics are effective, but sometimes difficult to 
find,” Dr. Melcher said. “New vaccines come with a lot of 
questions. New ways to treat patients with telemedicine. 
All the while trying to keep other non-COVID-related 
illness controlled.”

Asked for his best advice, Dr. Melcher said do not 
ignore unexplained symptoms, eat a healthy diet and 
exercise routinely.

“Our team truly wants our patients to live happy, 
productive, healthy lives,” he said. “We listen to our 
patients’ concerns and strive to help people achieve their 

Stephen Melcher, MD — 
Lone Star Medical Group

goals. We are our patients’ advocates in a very complex 
health system.” 

Dr. Melcher currently serves on the Board of Directors 
for Physician Services Group of the North Texas Division 
and is the North Texas representative on the national HCA 
primary care governance council.
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Dr. Adam Khadbai didn’t grow up planning to be a 
doctor. 

I always wanted to help people,” Dr. Khadbai said. 
“But, I really wanted to do that by practicing law. I loved 
to watch Matlock on TV.” 

 But, there was a problem. 
 “Then there was the ethical question for me,” Dr. Khadbai 

said. “Did I want to defend someone who was guilty? No, I 
really didn’t.” 

 Dr. Khadbai decided that he would be a surgeon. 
 “Then I found that I loved working with the same patients 

again and again,” he said. 
 He soon also found that there was a match program in 

medical school designed to help match the fledgling doctors 
with the area of medicine that they were best suited to. “I 
realized that the life of a surgeon was difficult,” Dr. Khadbai 
said. “There are lots of divorces among surgeons. But I 
realized that I really love family practice. I love the idea of 
treating generations of the same families.” 

 A native of Canada, Dr. Khadbai moved to Plano with 
his parents as a small child. They moved when his father’s 
company transferred them there. 

 Dr. Khadbai earned his medical degree from Ross 
University School of Medicine in Dominica in the Caribbean 
and completed his residency at the University of Texas 
Southwestern in Dallas. He is board eligible by the American 
Board of Family Medicine and is a member of the American 
Medical Association and the American Academy of Family 
Physicians. 

 “I love our practice,” Dr. Khadbai said. “We have a lot 
of young families and geriatric patients and everything in 
between. I have a lot of new patients.” 

 While in his residency at the University of Texas 
Southwestern in Dallas, a physician’s liaison named Carolyn 
Hamilton recruited him for the hospital in Weatherford. “She 
was great,” Dr. Khadbai said. “She came to Dallas and said, 
‘We have some spots open in Weatherford.’” 

He’d never heard of the city of Weatherford but the 
idea intrigued him. 

 “I found out that the hospital was an hour from my 
parents’ house in Plano,” he said. By that time, Dr. Khadbai 
and his wife had two young sons and didn’t want to move too 
far from family. 

A fairly recent addition to the practice has been a 
medical day spa. “It’s a fun, different aspect to the prac-
tice,” Dr. Khadbai said. “We’re seeing people who want to 
come to the doctor’s office. It’s a whole different vibe.” 

One would think that his patients in the medical day 
spa would be almost exclusively women. 

“We see lots of women, but we also see a lot of men,” 
Dr. Khadbai said. “Men will work out and get in shape 
but then they want their faces to look more youthful and 

Dr. Adam Khadbai, Star Family Medicine —
Dedicated to All His Patients, from the Very Young to Vintage Patients

they want to take care of their skin.” 
 Fluent in English, Hindi and Urdu, he enjoys watching 

college and professional football as well as basketball. 
Dr. Khadbai has a passion for traveling, so much so 

that he has lived in eight different cities. His favorite vaca-
tion destination is Banff, Alberta. Why? 

“Have you seen Banff, Alberta?” he said. “It’s so beau-
tiful there.” 

One thing he’s hoping to do this year is travel much 
more than he did over the past two years, but he is always 
eager to get back to Weatherford, back to his patients. 

“I like my patients and I like my staff,” Dr. Khadbai 
said. “We get to see the same friendly patients again and 
again. Sometimes the visits seem more like social visits 
than medical. I enjoy that part of the practice the most.”
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929 Hilltop Dr, Weatherford, TX 76086
(817) 341-7670

starfamilymedicine@gmail.com
www.starfamilymed.com
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Dr. Alec Ruland grew up in Fort Worth before pursuing 
a Bachelor’s degree in Kinesiology from Texas Tech 

University in Lubbock. While at Texas Tech, he played 
soccer for the Men’s Soccer Club, and later pursued his 
Doctorate in Chiropractic Medicine at Parker University 
in Dallas.

But Dr. Ruland’s journey into Chiropractic care 
started much earlier. “I was blessed to be born into a 
Chiropractic family,” he explains. “My whole life I have 
been treated with Chiropractic care. It has helped me 
with success in school as well as my performance in 
many different sports. Not only did Chiropractic help me 
perform at my best, anytime I had an injury I was able to 
recover quickly and get back to playing at my full poten-
tial.”

The future Dr. Ruland was a sophomore when he 
began working at a Chiropractic clinic and learned more 
about the practice. “While I was working as a chiroprac-
tic assistant, I heard a lot of success stories from patients 
who had been under consistent chiropractic care. I knew 
that someday I wanted to help and educate patients so I 
could also positively change the lives of so many people.”

Now, Dr. Ruland is skilled in numerous Chiropractic 
techniques, including Diversified, Thompson, Flexion-
Distraction, Activator, Trigger Point Therapy, Myofascial 
Release and Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation. 
Utilizing multiple techniques allows for the most effective 
treatment of many conditions, including scoliosis, sports 
injuries, migraines/headaches, carpal tunnel syndrome, 
back and neck pain, earaches and infections, auto inju-
ries, TMJ, work injuries and so on.

“We see all kinds of patients and thoroughly examine 
and even take x-rays if needed to tailor their treatment 
plans according to each patient’s specific musculoskeletal 
needs,” says Dr. Ruland. He treats patients at all stages of 
life, from pregnant women to infants and geriatric care.

“I also love to treat patients who are considered well-
ness and want to take care of their spine for the rest of 
their life with routine chiropractic treatment,” says Dr. 
Ruland. “I stay up to date with the latest research and 
technology so that my patients get the most effect and 
treatment by attending professional seminars to continue 
my education.”

Dr. Ruland is passionate about his field and is eager to 
promote health within the community. He enjoys doing 
health talks and health events for business and schools 
to educate them on the benefits of chiropractic care and 
how they can stay healthy even outside the office.

The biggest challenges that Dr. Ruland faces in his 
field, he admits, are the misconceptions about chiroprac-
tic care. “Many people do not know about Chiropractic 
and the benefits that come from it,” he says. “That is why, 

Dr. Alec Ruland, ChiroPlus — 
Getting to the Root of the Chiropractic Problem

twice a month on Monday evenings, I do a health care 
class where I go over treatment benefits, what exactly 
adjustment is and how you can take care of your spine 
outside of the office.”

Keeping in line with Dr. Ruland’s love for his patients, 
ChiroPlus is all about meeting the patient’s needs and 
getting to the root of the problem. They also offer state of 
the art spinal decompression therapy for patients who had 
radiculopathy and disc issues. 

“I love to see patients improve, profess and reach their 
goals that we establish on the first visit,” Dr. Ruland says. 
“I have seen patients who have life changing experience 
and become more positive and productive in their own 
life when they are able to achieve their goals pain free.”

Dr. Ruland has seen those goals change a bit since the 
beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. “There has been 
a shift in perspective of health,” he says, “and people 
are more concerned now with strengthening their bodies 
to better fight infection and disease through consistent 
exercise, healthy diet, great lifestyle habits and consistent 
chiropractic care.”

Dr. Ruland’s advice for patients comes from an old 
mentor of his: “One of my mentors told me that ideal 
health is a process, and not a specific event. Just like 
eating one salad and exercising one way is not going to 
give you the results you seek, neither will just one chiro-
practic adjustment. It takes time for the body to adapt and 
heal, and consistency is the key to making ideal health a 
habit.”



Many individuals in North Fort 
Worth, West Fort Worth, and 

Weatherford believe chiropractic 
care can do little more thanrelieve 

pain in the neck and back 
regions. However, chiropractic 
was developed to treat a much 
wider range of conditions than 

just back or neck pain. 
No one should suffer constantly 

from pain stemming from 
preexisting conditions or injuries 
that never seem to heal. Chiro-
practic care can help patients 
dealing with a myriad of health 

problems find lasting relief. Most 
healthy people do not realize 

that chiropractic care can even 
be beneficial for improving their 

immune system function and 
strengthening their vitality. 

Day-to-day life can be draining 
not just on the mind, but the im-

mune system. By seeking 
wellness care at our clinic, minor 

adjustments can ensure your 
body stays running like a 

finely-tuned machine, ready to 
conquer every day’s challenges.

ChiroPlus Clinics - Hudson Oaks
101 Bluebonnet Drive #100 • Weatherford, TX 76087 • (817) 757-7310
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She’s gained fame for wellness seminars, as a gift to 
members of the community, Dr. Catherine Oseni 

Pharm.D., ABAAHP, FAAMFM, is highly-regarded for her 
expertise in integrative and functional medicine, as the 
owner of Alpha Care Wellness Center. She’s the leading 
resource for integrative wellness solutions.

“I use functional medicine in collaboration with 
patient’s medical providers to help find answers to the 
cause of illness and nutritional/biochemical imbalances 
that might be the cause of illness,” Dr. Catherine said. “I 
utilize my advanced and evidence based training such as 
personalized diet, supplements (nutraceuticals), lifestyle 
change, aromatherapy in addition to patient’s current 
medication regimen by their providers.”

When asked why she approaches healthcare in this 
manner, Catherine said she has “… always been holistic 
minded. I have always been curious about how to reverse 
and treat disease. My personal health challenges and 
struggles, which were getting worse, led me to countless 
research 13 years ago looking for answers. I’ve been able 
to overcome my own health issues with the help of inte-
grating functional wellness to my health practice.”

Dr. Catherine is a Diplomate, board certified and an 
advanced Fellow in Anti-Aging and with the American 
Board of Anti-Aging Health Practitioners. She is also board 
certified with the Integrative and Functional Medicine 
Practitioner, Director of Integrative Medicine. She also 
helped to develop the integrative cancer therapy program 
at The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders.

She studied at the Nova Southeastern University 
College of Pharmacy and earned her Doctor of Pharmacy 

in 2006. After that, she worked in retail pharmacy, but 
advanced into practice as a community pharmacist. Later, 
she became a pediatric clinical pharmacist with the 
Children’s Healthcare System of Atlanta, working later at 
the Kindred Hospital in Fort Worth. In 2010, she began 
offering consultations, acquiring her compounding phar-
macist certification in 2012. She became a member of the 
Professional Compounding Centers of America, and offers 
an Executive Wellness Program. 

If she could waive a magic wand and help her patients 
instantly, she would create a miracle herb or supplement 
that cured all diseases and would heal the universe. She 
loves seeing her patients succeed. Her proudest moment 
are, “Seeing patients heal [by] changing their diets and 
lifestyles after several attempts when other conventional 
options have failed.”

Dr. Catherine offers speaking engagements, live work-
shops, and seminars to educate the community about inte-
grative and functional medicine.

Even with her educating the public, Dr. Catherine still 
finds her biggest challenge to allow integration of health 
and wellness into western medicine by medical providers 
who are not yet familiar with this practice due to it being 
an emerging field. Hopefully in the next 10 years she will 
see more integration of conventional medicine with func-
tional medicine for improved patient outcome.

When she’s not helping her patients to get well with 
the right supplements and nutrition, she’s spending time 
with her three brilliant sons and her husband/muse, Dr. 
Olusegun Oseni.

Dr. Catherine Oseni — AlphaCare Wellness Center

Dr. Olusegun Adekunle Oseni, MD, FCCP, 
DABSM
• Pulmonary Medicine
• Sleep Medicine
• Allergy & Immunology
 

Dr. Oseni serves a large number of patients with all 
the various pulmonary and sleep disorders in his 

practice. “Obviously we are always at the cutting edge of 
medicine especially in pulmonary and sleep medicine,” 
he explained. “We are trying to take care of our patient’s 
whole needs. For patients that are still struggling with 
their sleep, we have another new study that we do at 
home at night that studies their sleep structure. It will tell 
us on their steady sleep states and what their sleep archi-
tecture is doing, whether they are getting into REM sleep, 
or deep sleep and how fragmented their sleep is. We are 

Dr. Olusegun Oseni — If You Snooze, You Win
able to tell what specifically we need to focus on to help 
their sleep.” he said. 

Good sleep is important to overall good health. “So 
many studies have shown the direct correlation between 
lack of sufficient sleep and the incidence of all kinds of 
cancers. Number one when we are not sleeping our body 
is not getting rid of all of the certain carcinogens that our 
body is exposed to. Also fragmented sleep doesn’t allow 
oxygen to be processed properly. And it leads to free 
radicals and those can lead to cancer especially if there is 
sleep apnea with it. There is so much correlation between 
lack of sufficient sleep and cancer. And during cancer 
treatment so many studies have shown that so many 
people who sleep better do better with their cancer treat-
ment compared with people that don’t sleep as well. It’s 
an exciting area,” Dr. Oseni explained. 

The targeted cancer therapies, and immunotherapy 

Continued on page 92
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Pulmonary, Critical Care
and Sleep Medicine 

Olusegun A. Oseni, MD, FCCP, DABSM
Board Certified in Internal Medicine, Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine

• Management of Lung Conditions, Sleep Disorders and 
   Various Critical Illnesses

• Fully Accredited Multi-Suite Sleep Lab, 
   Open 7 Days  A Week
   
• Allergy and Immunology Diagnosis and Treatment

• Fully Equipped Pulmonary Function Laboratory

• In-House DME, PAP Machines and Supplies

• Integrative Pulmonary and Sleep Medicine

1200 Clear Lake Rd.     Weatherford, TX 76086     lungandsleepspecialists.com     817-594-9993

1200 Clear Lake Rd.    Weatherford, TX 76086     817-550-6332

An Oasis of Individualized
Wellness Solutions
As Fort Worth’s leading functional medicine expert, Dr. Oseni uses integrative 
medicine, nutraceutical supplements, and more to address hormone imbal-
ances, sexual health, weight management, skin care, and more. 

If you are looking for a new perspective on managing your health, Dr. Cath-
erine Oseni is eager to help you. She will develop an individualized plan to 
achieve your health goals with a holistic approach. Contact us today to get 
started.

Catherine Oseni
Pharm.D., FAAMFM, ABAAHP

Skin Care

Oncology Weight Mgmt.

Wellness

Dr. Catherine Oseni is affiliated with The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders in Fort Worth, Texas.
She is also a member of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine.
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Dr. Jeff Fisher isn’t from Parker County, but he did get 
here as fast as he could.

“I grew up in Ithaca, New York,” Dr. Fisher said. 
“I grew up playing ice hockey and golf. I played ice hock-
ey on teams in both college and Canada.”

If anything will teach one about the importance of 
being in alignment and staying in peak physical condi-
tion, it would be playing hockey.

Dr. Jeff Fisher earned his bachelors of science in 
Exercise Science from Ithaca College in 1995. He then 
graduated Magna Cum Laude from New York Chiropractic 
College in 1999. 

He was a certified strength and conditioning specialist 
from 2000-2002 and he practiced in Round Rock, Texas 
and opened his private practice in Weatherford at the 
beginning of 2002.

“One of the biggest challenges in daily practice is to 
determine and perform the most effective care to reach 
the goals of each individual patient,” Dr. Fisher said. “All 
of the thousands of patients that I have seen over the past 
20 years want to feel and function better. My main goal 
has always been to make that happen.”

Dr. Fisher feels that one of the most important talents 
to have, for any doctor of any specialty, is being a great 
listener.

“Take the time to listen to a patient’s goals” Dr. 
Fisher said. “Fully explaining how I can help them 
achieve those goals through gentle and effective treatment 
and doing so in a cost-effective manner are the factors 
that I feel make my practice unique. 

There is nothing more rewarding than seeing patients 
improve throughout the course of their care. I have a very 
diverse patient population, and truly enjoy interacting 
with all of my patients each day I am in the office. I have 
always considered it an honor that they have trusted their 
health to me, and I never take that for granted.”

What’s the most important advice that Dr. Fisher has 
to offer his patients? 

“The best advice I can give my patients is to take care 
of your body,” he said. “It’s the only one you will ever 
have.”  

Some of the comments from the patients that nomi-
nated Dr. Fisher include experiences that involved issues 
they had endured for quite some time.

“I have had a right shoulder muscle issue for over 10 
years,” said one patient. “…( I) went to Dr. Fisher … and 
he took care of it in two sessions … .”

Another patient said, “After being in pain for six 
months, Dr. Fisher had me walking with minimal pain 
after one visit. The staff are friendly and wait time is mini-
mal. Dr. Fisher is very knowledgeable and takes the time 
to listen and evaluate the root cause of your pain.”

Dr. Jeff Fisher, Fisher Chiropractic —
Adjusting The Way You Think of Chiropractic

Chiropractic helps to remove postural imbalances 
and structural misalignments that can accumulate in our 
bodies over time.

“Chiropractic works by restoring your own inborn 
ability to be healthy,” Dr. Fisher. “For your body to remain 
healthy, your nervous system must function well. For your 
nervous system to function well it must be free of inter-
ference. By restoring spinal function with chiropractic 
adjustments, nerve interference by misaligned vertebrae is 
removed, thus allowing optimal nervous system function 
and improved health.”

Seeing a chiropractor helps more than back and neck 
pain.

“Chiropractic care is an excellent way to keep your 
body at its peak performance through nutrition, adjust-
ment and overall wellness,” Dr. Fisher said. “Chiropractic 
care has been known to help a wide range of conditions 
from fibromyalgia to diabetes.”



320 Palo Pinto St, Weatherford, TX 76086  |  817.594.1505  |  fisherchiropracticclinic.com

Chiropractic Care Created Precisely For You
Welcome to our practice! We hope that you will find this site helpful in learning more about 
our office, our chiropractic care, and how chiropractic care can improve your quality of life.

We understand that although our patients may be diagnosed with the same condition, 
they may respond differently to different treatments. For this reason, we tailor a specific 
plan of action to meet your needs, goals and unique condition.

Upon your initial examination, we will discuss with you our findings and what they mean. 
We will create a custom treatment plan to get you to where you want to be, whether that 
means less pain, better performance, or just better overall health.Through our expert care, 
our advanced office, and our caring staff, we will help you not only get back on your feet, 
but understand how spine health affects your overall quality of life.

Dr. Jeff Fisher
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Dr. Joseph Thomas’s story begins in Mexico 
where he grew up before going to school 

at the University of Texas at Arlington and 
attaining his medical degree at the University 
of North Texas. After a residency with Baylor, 
he now continues to work with Baylor Scott & 
White, specializing in family medicine as well 
as wound care. 

“I wanted to be a full doctor, to do every-
thing,” says Dr. Thomas. “That’s what drew me 
to family medicine. … Once I started practic-
ing, though, I found that I really liked doing 
things. Procedures, etc. That’s what drew me 
to wound care.” 

 By his own admission, it was a long road 
that led Dr. Thomas to where he is now. By 
the time he discovered that he wanted to do 
more and add a specialty in wound care to 
his repertoire, Dr. Thomas already had his 
medical degree. But he needed a separate 
degree in order to pursue his chosen specialty, 
so he decided to return to medical school, 
starting with another undergraduate degree, 
adding eleven more years of schooling to his 
already impressive education and career. 

“When you really want something, you’ll 
do whatever it takes,” Dr. Thomas says, adding 
that during his educational years he worked 
multiple jobs in other fields, got married, and 
had a child. 

 Obviously, the hard work paid off for Dr. 
Thomas, and he takes pride in everything he 
does, from procedures to interactions with 
patients. “I hate when you see a doctor, get 
a prescription and then walk out like, ‘What 
just happened?’” he says, emphasizing that 
he loves to listen to his patients and makes 
sure to give them the time that they need and 
deserve with him. 

 Dr. Thomas was working at a Baylor Scott 
& White clinic in Frisco when the COVID-19 
pandemic hit. “[COVID] changed everything!” 
he says. His clinic closed and Dr. Thomas 
was sent to work in Baylor University Medical 
Center in downtown Dallas. “It was a scary 
time,” he admits. “The hallways and waiting 
rooms were all empty… it was like a horror 
movie!” 

 The difficulties of practicing medicine 
during the pandemic have led many doctors 

Dr. Joseph Thomas, MD, DO,
Baylor Scott & White Family Medicine —
A Long Road to Achieve His Dreams

to retire or otherwise change their plans for the future. For his part, Dr. 
Thomas kept his head down and plowed through. “After that, going 
back to more normal work has been really difficult for everybody,” he 
said. “Doctors included.” 

But with the pandemic (hopefully) winding down in the world, Dr. 
Thomas is still standing and still eager to serve his patients. 

 Asked for his best piece of advice, Dr. Thomas said: “Live life to the 
fullest! We only have one, and my job as a doctor is to make it so [my 
patients] can do everything else that is fun and a part of life.”
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Now accepting new patients 
BSWHealth.com/FMWeatherford 
817.912.9050

2035 Fort Worth Highway, Suite 100  |  Weatherford, TX 76086

Family medicine close to home
We are proud to provide the families of our community with 
comprehensive, quality medical care in a comforting environment.

Joseph Thomas, DO, is board-certified in family 
medicine and provides diagnosis and care for a wide 
variety of medical services. He treats patients of all 
ages, ranging from infants to adults. 
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Dr. Meagan Hill grew up in the small town of Robert 
Lee, Texas, where she graduated valedictorian from 

high school before going to college at Howard Payne 
University. She graduated Magna Cum Laude with a 
degree in chemistry and a minor in biology before attend-
ing medical school at the University of Texas Health 
Science Center in Houston. After obtaining her medi-
cal degree, Dr. Hill completed her Family Medicine 
Residency in Austin, where she soon discovered her 
passion for aesthetics. 

 “My first job out of residency was Family Medicine 
and Aesthetics,” says Dr. Hill. “I absolutely loved 
aesthetics, and was blessed to have met Dr. Epker when 
we decided to move to Fort Worth to be closer to my 
family.” 

Dr. Bruce Epker is the mastermind behind Facial & 
Cosmetic Wellness Center, which he began in 1997 after 
27 years as the Director of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery 
Department at John Peter Smith Hospital. Dr. Epker would 
become a mentor to all those who came to work at his 
new private practice, eventually including Dr. Hill. 

Dr. Hill worked at an urgent care center in Fort Worth 
while shadowing Dr. Epker and then began gradually 
making her transition and building her experience so that 
she could pursue aesthetic medicine full-time, eventually 
reaching her goal of working full-time with Dr. Epker 10 
years ago. “I also was interested in wellness and bioiden-
tical hormones, so I integrated that into my practice and 
now I see about 50% aesthetics and 50% wellness/bioi-
dentical hormone replacement [patients],” she says. She 
took over the practice from Dr. Epker in January 2020. 

 “I love what I do because I’m able to make people 
feel better,” Dr. Hill said about why her career is also her 
passion. “I feel [like] that is what it’s all about.” 

That being said, aesthetics are not without their chal-
lenges. Dr. Hill says that one challenge she faces is help-
ing people to have realistic expectations, especially in 
the age of social media and photoshop. “I also think that 
people are afraid of certain procedures because of social 
media,” she says. “People are afraid of looking ‘too over-
done.’ I don’t want to change the way my patients look. I 
just want to enhance their natural beauty.” 

 One of the many things that make Dr. Hill and her 
practice unique is the focus on spending time with their 
patients. “I want patients’ concerns to be heard and I 
want us to have time to talk and educate them on the 
best treatment plan,” she explains. “We have a small 
office, so I feel like my staff is always very personable 
and knowledgeable. We take pride in our work and are 
always keeping up to date on the newest procedures and 
products.” 

Among those many procedures and products, Facial 

Meagan Hill, Facial & Cosmetic Wellness Center —
Follows Her Passion for Aesthetics

& Cosmetic Wellness Center offers Biote Bioidentical 
Hormone Replacement Therapy, non-surgical body sculpt-
ing including Cool Sculpting and TruSculpt Flex, facial 
rejuvenation including injectables, chemical peels, micro-
needling, PRP therapy, lasers, hair restoration, laser hair 
removal, IPL and medical-grade skin care. They also offer 
free consultations.



Facial Cosmetic and 
Wellness Center

Meagan Hill, MD
1020 Ft. Worth Hwy., Suite 800  |  Weatherford, TX 76086  |  817.596.7666

www.facialcosmeticandwellnesscenter.com

WeigHt & Wellness
• Bio-Idential Hormone Therapy
• BioTe Hormone Pellets
• Medical Weight Loss Management
• B-12 Lipotropic Injections

BoDy scuplting
• CoolSculpting
• TruSculpt Flex

Facial Rejuvenation
• Professional Skincare Products
• Chemical Peels
• Diamond Glow
• Micro-Needling
• PRP Therapy
• IPL
• Laser Genesis

injectaBles
• Botox • Dysport • Juvederm Ultra
• Volbella • Voluma • Vollure • Kybella
• Restylane • Restylane Defyne
• Restylane Kysse • Restylane Lyft
• Sculptra • Radiesse

HaiR RestoRation
• PRP Hair Restoration
• AnteAge Stem Cell Restoration

laseR HaiR ReMoval

Our services range from our scientifically
proven anti-aging home care products to 
non-surgical facial rejuvenation, 
to bio-identical hormone replacement.
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Dr. Ray Page is bringing hope to people who are 
battling cancer.

Parker County is a part of the third fastest-growing 
region in the United States and as the population of the 
area increases, so does the local need for medical care 
of cancer patients, because not everyone who moves to 
North Texas or to Parker County is healthy. 

That’s why The Center For Cancer and Blood Disorders 
is in expansion mode, growing to keep up with the area’s 
rapidly growing need.

“In the last eight months The Center has grown expo-
nentially,” said Dr. Ray Page, president of The Center. 
“We’ve brought on 14 more doctors, several new prac-
tices and we’ve focused our expansion to the east in the 
last six to eight months. We now have 55 clinicians, in 
16 locations across the North Texas region. We’re really 
excited about all of that growth.” 

Dr. Page practices as a medical oncologist and hema-
tologist at The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders 
in Weatherford as well as in Fort Worth. He’s known for 
being a fierce advocate for providing the highest quality 
of patient care, possible.

“We have a new radiation therapy coming our way 
in the next few months that we’ve helped develop. It’s a 
state-of-the-art targeted radiation that goes and finds the 
cancer cells in your body and zaps them and obliterates 
them,” Dr. Page said. “We also have a new electronic 
health record system that is cancer specific and artificial- 
intelligence based. It helps to guide the patient, to guide 
the doctors on providing and bringing forth the latest 
data.”

Dr. Page’s enthusiasm is peaked over a plethora of 
new cancer therapies, new weapons in battling cancer.

“The barn door has just been blown open as far as 
cancer therapies go. We have 70 new cancer drugs [that] 
have been introduced over the last year,” Dr. Page said. 
“They’re very specific, targeted drugs that provide better 
care. Most are not chemo drugs. They’re biologic agents 
and immunotherapy. We’re very excited because with 
some cancers, like some of the leukemias, we’re getting 
away from giving those highly toxic chemo drugs, where 
you lose your hair and you suffer from nausea, vomiting 
and all of that. We’re moving toward much more targeted 
drugs, drugs that have much more manageable side 
effects. We’re moving rapidly down that road.”

 Cancer today is something you should fear a lot less. 
There’s a lot of hope.

“As cancer doctors, we have your best outcome at 
heart,” Dr. Page said. “I’m excited about the future of 
cancer treatments.”

Ray D. Page, DO, PhD, FACOI, FASCO
The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders
Spreading Hope — There’s Life Beyond Cancer



Schedule appointments by calling 
817-596-0637 or online at

www.thecentertx.com

Support services provided by:

“There is nothing more important to me 
as a physician than your cancer treatment. 

I’ve been in practice for over two 
decades and have had the privilege of
 telling many patients that there is life 

beyond cancer. As president of The Center 
for Cancer and Blood Disorders, I want to 
lead by example, practicing a firm belief
that all patients should receive the finest 

medical care available, with the same 
concern and compassion as a cherished

member of the family.”

Ray Page D.O., Ph.D., FACOI, FASCO
President and Medical Oncologist

The Center for Cancer and Blood Disorders

To learn more about cancer care issues or to consult with a physician 
about a cancer diagnosis, contact us at 817.596.0637.

Transparency of COVID-19
Vaccine effectiveness and safety

It is with alarm that in January, through a voluntary reporting system to our 
government called the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS), 
we have exceeded over 1 million adverse events, including 124,000 hospital-
izations, and 23,000 deaths. The majority of the deaths occurred within 48 
hours of the vaccination. Further, only 1% of events actually get reported. 
Since establishment of the reporting program in 1990, there have been more 
COVID-19 vaccine adverse events reported in 2021 that for all vaccines com-
bined over the past 30 years!

This needs to be deeply studied by unbiased epidemiologists and experts. 
The problem – getting the data. When Pfizer got FDA approval for their 
mRNA vaccine, Comirnaty, the Public Health and Medical Professionals 
for Transparency organization, which I am a signed member, sued the FDA 
through the Freedom of Information Act. They desired access to at least 
329,000 pages to “settle the ongoing public debate” around the agency’s 
review process as well as to confirm its conclusion that the Pfizer vaccine is 
safe, effective and worthy of the public’s trust. 

Our FDA, with a $6.5 billion budget, stated they could only allocate 10 
employees to review and redact and could put out only 500 pages a month, 
which would take 55 years to complete the request! Pfizer asked for 75 years!

The concern about timely and transparent dissemination of information 
was presented in the U.S. District Court of Judge Mark T. Pittman, right here 
in Fort Worth, on January 28th. I was there with about 15 other physicians 
to support the suit and give testimony. Although our testimonies were not 
requested by the Judge, the gist of my thoughts were as follows.

As a medical oncologist, I have extensive experience as a principle investi-
gator of clinical trials of investigational cancer drugs that can potential harm, 
and even kill patients. Very stringent regulations are in place to assure patient 
safety through transparent and rapid reporting of serious adverse events. 

With the COVID-19 clinical trials, these well-defined processes of evaluat-
ing effectiveness and safety have been uniformly breached. The broad medical 
community has not seen full disclosure of vaccine data.

With oncology clinical trials, serious adverse events are promptly scru-
tinized by the investigators/sponsors and reported to the FDA. If there is a 
single death, the novel drug study could be put on hold or modified. If there 
were a handful of deaths, the drug will likely be put on the shelf and not 
achieve FDA approval. How do we square the 23,000 reported COVID-19 
vaccine deaths just in the VAERS database?

For investigational therapeutics, the adverse events only cover a small 
cohort of people with that disease process, for example metastatic breast 
cancer or type I diabetes. So potentially only 50,000 people are at risk with a 
particular novel agent.

With the mission of the COVID-19 vaccination program to have a needle 
in every arm, we are placing all of humanity – 8 billion people – at risk! The 
judge better get this ruling right!

Judge Pittman ruled that the FDA must produce 10,000 pages immediately 
over the next 2 months, 80,000 pages before May 2, and 55,000 pages per 
month after that. However, the FDA wants Pfizer to help in redacting docu-
ments before release. Hmm, will see what that looks like. However, I consider 
this a victory on behalf of the safety of all of humanity and I was honored to 
be a part of the process.
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Dr. Stephen Newman is both a brilliant, highly-skilled 
cardiologist and a caring physician which is why he’s 

a favorite of patients as well as their family members. 
“While treating my father, Stephen became like a 

brother to me, I met him through my father,” Shelly 
Mowery said. “My father loved him, we all love him. 
He was direct and never sugar-coated things with my 
dad. My father used to say that Stephen was the son he’d 
never had. He loved Stephen so much that he left him a 
100-year-bamboo fishing rod that was a family heirloom.” 

Now, Stephen is my heart doctor. I wish there were 
more doctors like Stephen Newman. If you’re an intern 
or working to be a doctor you need to sit down and visit 
with him. He’s the real deal.”

Stephen Newman’s interest in the field of cardiology 
began as a second-grade kid, growing up in Irving, Texas. 

“There was a lot of heart disease in my family,” Dr. 
Newman said, adding that his grandparents died suddenly 
of heart attacks, something that made a long-lasting 
impression on him. “We had a lot of neighbors who had 
heart disease too… a lot of them were aeronautical engi-
neers and accountants in the 1960s. They had stressful 
jobs and heart disease was pretty common among them.”

Besides his neighbors’ high-stress jobs, their lifestyle 
choices worked against them, choices like bad diet, lack 
of exercise and the fact that a lot of them smoked, didn’t 
improve their chances of suffering from heart disease. 

Even then, Newman had a burning desire to find a 
way to help his older family members and neighbors deal 
with their heart disease and perhaps help the younger 
ones prevent heart problems, altogether. 

He was so serious about heart health that after he 
landed his first job in 5th grade, as a paper boy, with his 
first earnings he purchased something that was heart 
related.

“I bought a stethoscope,” Dr. Newman said. “Then, 
in high school, I worked in laboratory medicine and 
radiology. In collage I also worked under Dr. Marshall K. 
Dougherty, in pathology and forensic medicine.”

  Dr. Newman received his B.A. from Austin College 
in 1983 with a major in Biology and completed his medi-
cal training at the University of Texas Medical Branch in 
Galveston, Texas in 1988. He concurrently completed 
medical school and research in Hematology with Dr. 
Bessman focusing on the utility of the red blood cell 
indices in detecting occult disease. He remained at 
UTMB to complete his Internal Medicine Residency and 
followed with his Fellowship in Cardiovascular Diseases. 
He completed his research studies in nuclear cardiology 
under the supervision of Dr. Marvin Kronenberg. He was 

Stephen Newman, M.D., Cardiology Specialist
Heart Center of North Texas — 
No Beauty Shines Brighter Than That of a Good Heart

a clinical instructor at the University of Texas Medical 
Branch in Internal Medicine and with the School of Allied 
Health Sciences Physician Assistant Program. He complet-
ed additional work in coronary artery CT angiography at 
programs in Newport Beach, CA (Hoag Hospital), Kansas 
City and Princeton Longevity Center.

He’s a Board Certified Diplomate in Cardiovascular 
Diseases and Nuclear Cardiology, a Fellow of the 
American Heart Association’s Council on Clinical 
Cardiology and a member of the Council on Nutrition, 
Physical Activity and Metabolism and Council on 
Epidemiology and Prevention. He is a Fellow of the 
American College of Cardiology and served 2 prior 
terms as Regional Councilor for the Texas Chapter of 
the American College of Cardiology. He is a Fellow of 
the American Society of Nuclear Cardiology and past 

Continued on page 92



Heart Center
of North Texas

Leaders in 
Heart Health

Leaders in 
Heart Health

Calling All 
Hearts!

1017 12th Avenue  •  Fort Worth, TX 76104  •  817-334-2800  |  920 Hilltop Drive  •  Weatherford, TX 76086  • 817-613-9082
www.heartcenterofnorthtexas.com

Calling All 
Hearts!

 
The staff of HCNT

Congratulate 
Dr. Cyril Varughese for 

being named in the 
Top 10 Doctors 

in Parker County.
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A passion for healing seems to run in the family of Dr. 
Steven Ross. 

 Dr. Ross cultivated an interest in the field of medicine 
as a teenager living in Africa, going to his father’s clinic 
and helping out. 

“My father was a medical missionary,” Dr. Ross said. 
“He was in family practice in Phoenix and then we 
moved to Africa, where we lived for four years. I was a 
teenager at the time.” 

 The family later returned to the States. 
 He did his surgical residency in Michigan, “…And 

then we moved to Texas in 1978,” Dr. Ross recalls. “I’ve 
lived here ever since. My dad was in medicine, my 
favorite uncle was in medicine. Kathy, my wife, is a nurse. 
My eldest daughter is a nurse and my youngest daughter 
will graduate in May as a nurse. I’ve always been around 
medicine.” 

While neither of the Ross sons have become doctors, 
that’s all fine with their dad. His eldest son works for an 
engineering firm and his youngest son is set to receive 
his master’s degree in epidemiology and biostatistics from 
UNT in May of this year. 

Dr. Ross graduated from the University of North Texas 
Health Science Center’s Texas College of Osteopathic 
Medicine in 1988. His office is in Weatherford, and he 
specializes in emergency and family medicine. Dr. Ross is 
also affiliated with Medical City Weatherford. 

 “We’ve always liked living in Weatherford,” Dr. Ross 
said. “But now it’s growing like crazy.” 

 Dr. Ross and his family moved to Weatherford almost 
22 years ago, primarily so they could raise their young 
children across the street from their cousins, the five 
children of Kathy’s sister and her husband, and their three 
cousins who lived next door, as well as Kathy’s mother 
and father, who lived across the street. 

 “We wanted to raise our kids in the country,” Dr. 
Ross said. “Our youngest three went to school at Trinity 
Christian in Willow Park.” 

 Dr. Ross has enjoyed his time in Weatherford. “I don’t 
plan on going anywhere.” 

 His practice is now quite mature. “I do see some 
younger families,” he said, adding, “I do see some kids, 
but I don’t do vaccinations, so I don’t see a lot of kids 
under the age of 12.” 

 His practice is a lot like that of an internal medicine 
practice. “I am taking new patients,” he said. “I am not 
taking new Medicare patients. I’m continuing to take 
patients that have been seeing me for years. You just have 
to make sure that I am on your insurance. My office staff 
has to look at your card and make sure.” 

“I grew up in medicine and I got to watch my dad 
working in it,” Dr. Ross said. “I got to watch him more 

Steven L. Ross, D.O., Steven L. Ross Medical Group — 
Family and Emergency Medicine Is a Family Tradition

closely when we lived in Africa. … I like taking care of 
families. I find medicine fascinating.” 

While Dr. Ross loves medicine and his patients, the 
downside is dealing with the morass of insurance. 

 Allergies are on the increase, as well as thyroid issues. 
 “I believe that we’re going to see a lot of chronic 

illnesses and aftereffects from COVID-19,” Dr. Ross said. 
“Mostly, people would all be better off in general if they’d 
learn to manage their health, cut down on their alcohol 
intake, exercise on a regular basis and eat healthier.”



Dr. Steven L. Ross is a family medicine doctor in Weatherford, Texas. 
He received his medical degree from TCU and UNTHSC School of 
Medicine and has been in practice for more than 20 years.

Family medicine doctors are primary-care physicians trained to meet 
the diverse health needs of children and families.

Dr. Steven L. Ross
General Family Medicine

Putting the Care Back Into Family Healthcare

General Family Medicine
Address: 975 Hilltop Dr, Weatherford, TX 76086

Phone: (817) 594-1066
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Physical therapist Tracy Ragle is a third-
generation Parker County resident. She 

graduated from Weatherford College before 
going to Texas Women’s University for phys-
ical therapy, where she graduated in 1982.

According to Tracy, she has always loved 
working with trauma and burn patients. 
She spent the first portion of her career in a 
hospital setting at John Peter Smith Hospital 
in Fort Worth, where she started out as a 
whirlpool technician. “[John Peter Smith] is 
where I learned the physical therapist’s role 
in wound care,” she explains.

When it comes to the challenges of her 
profession, Tracy says that the worst part 
is the red tape. “The ever-increasing docu-
mentation required to provide care for the 
patient [is a challenge],” she says. “And, 
conducting care in the midst of an unprec-
edented pandemic.”

The COVID-19 pandemic has not 
slowed down the number of people need-
ing SRPT’s services and care. It has limited 
the amount of one-on-one contact, and 
communication has been admittedly more 
difficult with the mask mandates, accord-
ing to Tracy. But now, the with pandemic 
(hopefully) dying down, things are starting 
to return to normal.

Tracy works with a wonderful team, 
including Betty Baldwin, PTA (Tarleton State 
University & Tarrant County Junior College); 
Missy Mincy, DPT (University of Texas at 
Tyler & University of North Texas Health 
Science Center); Daniel Horstman, PT, DPT 
(University of Mary Hardin Baylor); and the 
practice’s owner and CEO, Mark Blackburn, 
DPT.

What makes SRPT unique amongst 
physical therapy practices? “All our staff 
members are residents of the community or 
nearby communities,” Tracy says. “All of our 
staff members know our patients by name.”

For Tracy and for SRPT as a whole, the 
main goal is to assist people in returning to 
doing what they enjoy and to provide them 
with a warm, supportive environment. “My 
favorite part of what I do is seeing the look 
on a patient’s face when they accomplish a 
goal,” says Tracy.

What is her best advice? “Keep moving!” 
she concludes.

Tracy Ragle, PT, Sports Rehab & Physical Therapy — 
Hometown Girl Keeps Success in Motion



Sports Rehab & Physical Therapy – 
Weatherford
141 College Park Dr.
Weatherford, TX 76086
 (817) 341-3600
 (817) 599-8181

Sports Rehab & Physical 
Therapy provides innovative 
services dedicated to wellness, 
injury prevention and 
rehabilitation for the community.

As a qualified team of 
professionals, we promote and 
provide excellence in rehabilitation 
services through our commitment 
to patient’s rights, advanced 
education and professional ethics.

We believe that our services are 
optimized when we work as a team 
with our patient/client, his/her 
caregivers, family and our 
professional colleagues.

We additionally believe that we 
demonstrate social responsibility 
by providing services in a cost 
effective, proficient manner
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Dr. Steven Welch was born and raised in Weatherford, 
graduating from Weatherford High School in 1984 

before going to pursue a degree in Chemistry at Texas 
Wesleyan University.

A dutiful spouse, Dr. Welch worked for six years to 
help support his wife and himself while she completed 
her master’s degree. He then continued his schooling at 
University of North Texas Health Science Center in Fort 
Worth, where he attained his Medical Degree.

Dr. Welch now specializes in family medicine. “I did 
my rotations throughout medical school, and I found 
that seeing people of all ages was the most interesting,” 
he explains. “Family medicine has given me the oppor-
tunity to focus my practice in different areas over time. 
I’ve had typical outpatient family medicine practices. I’ve 
also worked as a medical director for nursing homes and 
hospices.”

But currently, he is the Chief Medical Officer for the 
Parker County Hospital District, where he oversees the 
Outreach and the Telemedicine programs.

“Keeping abreast of the many changes in medicine is 
always challenging,” he admits. “The number of changes 
such as medications, recommendations and screening 
guidelines is daunting.”

A top challenge for all those in the medical field 
of late has been the COVID-19 pandemic. “The most 
dramatic event for PCHD was when we were named as a 
vaccine hub for the COVID-19 vaccines early in 2021,” 
says Dr. Welch. “We ended up giving over 58,000 doses 
of COVID-19 vaccines, most of them during the first few 
months of 2021. That required a great deal of planning 
and coordination.”

The hospitals and practices under Dr. Welch’s purview 
continued to see patients throughout the pandemic, for 
the infamous virus and for the many other illnesses and 
diseases that continued to circulate. “Because of the 
increased patient load, we hired two nurse practitioners 
to help with the school-based health clinics,” Dr. Welch 
explains. “They have been invaluable in helping to get the 
patients evaluated and treated.

Dr. Welch is particularly proud of the telemedicine 
program, which provides school-based health clinics 
in almost every school in Parker County. He explains: 
“Patients can present to the nurse’s office at the school 
and be seen, usually within 15 minutes. We treat both 
teachers and students, with minimal disruption in their 
school activities. Parents can participate by phone. We are 
able to evaluate, test as needed, diagnose and prescribe 
medications, when appropriate.”

While Dr. Welch loves what he does in general, it 
is the telemedicine program that reminds him every 
day why he loves his job. “We have seen a number of 

Steven Welch, Parker County Hospital District’s Chief Medical 
Officer — Telemedicine is the Pride of PCHD

students and staff [through the program] that might well 
have never seen a physician because of their own situa-
tion, whether it be because of no insurance, an inability 
to take off work or the parent’s inability to get off work.

“We have some students with parents who have signif-
icant disabilities that make getting their children to the 
doctor very difficult. Being able to step in and make this 
easier for people is very rewarding.”

What is Dr. Welch’s parting advice?
“Be safe,” he says. “That means different things to 

different people, and that’s okay. I just want people to 
think about their options and choose wisely.”
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specifically are exciting to Dr. Orseni because of its abil-
ity to attack cancer at the molecular level. “This has 
changed the landscape of cancer treatment,” he said. 
He has several patients who have beat cancer, one was 
a Stage IV lung cancer patient who is cancer free seven 
years after his initial diagnosis and enjoys going to the 
gym twice a week. Another is a patient who had an 
early diagnosis of lung cancer from a chest CT scan. The 
patient had lung cancer surgery and has done well, living 
life cancer free more than five years later. 

We have treatment protocols for post COVID pulmo-
nary disorders including COVID long haul syndrome, 
we have been able to help our patients fully recover 
their pulmonary functions. Also with the advancement 
in medicine we use targeted therapy, immunotherapy for 
moderate-severe persistent asthma, this has made a major 
impact in improving their symptoms.

We utilize functional medicine/integrative medicine in 
the management of our pulmonary and sleep patients.

Olusegun Adekunle Oseni has been practicing medi-
cine for more than 25 years, earning his medical degree 
at the University of Ilorin College of Medicine in Nigeria. 
He is board certified in internal medicine, pulmonary 
care, critical care, and sleep medicine. After earning his 

  our professionals: TOP PC DOCS THAT ROCK

Continued from page 74 medical degree at University of Ilorin College of Medicine 
in Nigeria, Dr. Oseni came to the US for his postgraduate 
training. He completed his residency in internal medi-
cine and fellowship in pulmonary medicine at Harlem 
Hospital Center (an affiliate of Columbia University) in 
New York City, followed by a fellowship in critical care 
medicine at Montefiore Medical Center (an affiliate of 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine), also in New York 
City. Dr. Oseni is a fellow of the American College of 
Chest Physicians (FCCP), diplomate of the American 
Board of Sleep Medicine (DABSM), and member of 
the Society of Critical Care Medicine, American Lung 
Association, and American Medical Association and 
active member of the American Association of Anti-Aging 
Medicine and Metabolic Medicine Institute. Dr. Oseni’s 
practice is the Lung and Sleep Specialists of North Texas. 
It provides a full spectrum of pulmonary care, encompass-
ing critical care, sleep medicine, integrative medicine and 
allergy/immunology to improve the health and quality of 
life of its patients. 
Dr. Oseni’s reason for becoming a doctor is simple, 
“Impacting people’s lives. Having the ability to help and 
make them feel better and providing hope and encour-
agement no matter how complicated and difficult the 
circumstances are,” he concluded.

member of the Committee on Government Relations and 
Community-Based Practice Standards. He is an Adjunct 
Assistant Clinical Professor with the University of North 
Texas Health Science Center. He served as director of 
cardiovascular medicine at NTAMG/JPS Health System in 
1994 to 1996. He partnered with Dr. Akhtar and Lobstein 
in 1996 to begin the Heart Center of North Texas. He has 
served as Director of Non-invasive Imaging for HCNT 
since 1996.

Dr. Newman has a deep professional interest in 
preventive and integrative cardiovascular medicine and 
founded the Centre for Heart and Vascular Health at 
HCNT. He works best with patients who are looking to 
thrive and not just remain in survival mode. He believes 
that individuals must be accountable for their health and 
that prescription medication should be temporary crutch-
es and not lifelong practices when able. His philosophy is 
that you must treat the whole person and that sleep, nutri-
tion and physical activity are necessary components to 
maintaining a healthy heart and vascular system. 

Dr. Newman uses a number of nontraditional treat-
ments and understands that meditation and yoga can 
reduce a patient’s risk for cardiovascular events. 

He also utilizes carotid intimal measurements, 
Coronary Calcium Scoring and Advanced Biomarkers 
as well as more commonly used testing to evaluate his 
patients for cardiovascular risks. Patients who are not in 
survival mode, but clearly want to understand their risks 
for heart and vascular disease and maintain their health 

Continued from page 84

will work well with Dr. Newman and his staff.
“I love seeing people turn their lives around,” Dr. 

Newman said. “I love hearing people’s stories and when 
those guys are still in their ‘80s and 90s and still kicking.” 

A number of new procedures and treatments are on 
the horizon that promise to save and prolong lives of 
patients. 

“In the preventive world we now have alternatives 
to treat and prevent heart disease that we’ve never had 
before,” Dr. Newman said. “There’s now a whole line 
of interventions for congenital heart and valvular heart 
disease that’s all done percutaneously through the groin 
where we don’t have to do open heart surgery. Those 
techniques are rapidly progressing. They’re now correct-
ing mitral valve regurgitation through catheters without 
surgery with clips to simply reduce the leaking valves. 
We now place new aortic valves into the heart without 
having to perform open heart surgery in some instances. 
These were things we were only dreaming about in the 
1980s and 1990s. We now have pacemakers that can be 
inserted into the heart’s right ventricle without the tradi-
tional wires and large battery cans. They basically can 
read them on their cellphones and tell what’s going on.”

Dr. Newman is extremely enthusiastic about the excit-
ing, new and far less invasive procedures entering the 
world of cardiology.

“From a preventative standpoint, there are numerous 
heart disease preventative medications that lower choles-
terol that aren’t statins. ”They’re injected,” Dr. Newman 
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said, “Some twice a month, some once every six months. 
They allow the liver to basically reset the LDL cholesterol 
to levels the body wants to be without forcing the liver to 
make new lipid cleansing receptors.”

When Dr. Newman is not busy seeing patients, saving 
lives or teaching new doctors how to better save lives, Dr. 
Newman loves to spend time with his children, his wife 
Marisa or research the history of his family. Sometimes 
that research involves travel.

“Any history of my family’s Celtic past fascinates 
me,” he said. “We had physicians that came over from 
Scotland and fought in the Revolutionary War.” 

 From Ireland, Scotland and Iceland, his family 
migrated and he later learned his family has strong ties to 
Parker County with great grandparents, George and Lucy 
Taylor, settling in Poolville in the early 1800s.

 “Lucy Taylor was a feisty little woman,” he said. “I 
am told her spinning wheel is at the Doss Heritage and 
Culture Center.”

Dr. Newman is now sporting a new look, longer hair 
and a fuller goatee. “A lot of doctors have grown their 
hair out since the whole COVID-19 episode,” he said. 
Not certain if following the art of medicine, rebellion or 
just return to the 1960s.

But his new look goes beyond that. 
He lost both of his parents within the last two years. 

“We thought my mom had already passed. I said, ‘You 

know Mom, You’d better wake up or I’m going to grow 
my hair out and wear it in a ponytail.’

She said, ‘That would be stupid.’ That’s the last thing 
she ever said to me, so I grew my hair out perhaps in a 
bit of rebellion and mourning.”

Dr. Newman has a passion for working with young 
doctors and medical students.

“We still teach,” he said, “We have them from local 
medical schools to Pittsburg. I still love teaching and shar-
ing what I was blessed to be taught by many great names 
in medicine. God has blessed me so much with my fami-
ly, patients, staff and colleagues.”

“I’d like to do more, but I’ve been too busy to expand 
that.” I am blessed to have a laboratory in my home 
where I can work on chemistry, microbiology or botani-
cal research in the early mornings and late nights. He is 
actually a member of the Association of Professionals in 
Infection Control and Epidemiology and the Society of 
Cosmetic Chemists.

When he manages to have an evening off, he enjoys a 
simple quiet evening. Always happy to see their kids and 
grandkids. He and Marisa enjoy their two Boxers, travel, 
hiking and flyfishing. 

“At this point, when I have a little time off, I’ll go to 
Fire Oak, Zeno’s, Shep’s, Antebellum or Cantina,” he said. 
“We can just kick back and be people. I love to just hang 
out with Marisa here in Weatherford.”
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